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PDR Joins Forces with Circuit Technology Inc. in the Carolinas  

Shingle Springs, CA — July 2021 — PDR, a leading manufacturer of BGA rework systems, test, 
and inspection equipment since 1985, announces that it has partnered with Circuit Technology, Inc. 
(CTI) as its manufacturers’ representative in North and South Carolina.  

Dave White, CEO of White Industrial Corporation, 
parent company of PDR Americas, states, “CTI is an 
amazing company that puts customers first, providing 
not only the know-how to get the job done but uniquely 
positioned to match applications to the best in 
equipment choices. We are proud to welcome CTI into 
the PDR family of experienced professionals to 
represent the PDR brand.” 

CTI is a manufacturers’ representative group and IPC 
Master Training Center. The products represented by 
the company are used in electronics manufacturing 
and cover nearly every facet of circuit board production and repair as well as IPC training. For more 
information about CTI’s products and services, contact Bob Doetzer at 919-552-3434 or on the web at 
www.circuittechnology.com.  

PDR Rework Systems remains at the forefront of rework technology by providing air nozzle free 
systems with advanced in-process control features and visible light that takes the guesswork out of 
rework. PDR X-ray Solutions was founded in 2012, distributing and supporting X-ray Solutions for 
industry under the PDR Brand as well as other well-known X-ray Brands. For more information about 
PDR, visit www.pdr-rework.com or call PDR in the U.S. at 530-676-6262 or in the United Kingdom at 
+44 (0)1293 614 000. 

### 
About PDR  
PDR is a pioneer in IR rework, test and inspection systems, with its products specified by many of the world’s 
largest names in electronics manufacturing and repair. PDR’s patented “Focused IR and Thermal Management 
Technology” is fully vested by leading aerospace, defense, biomedical, telecom, automotive, MRO, R&D, and 
electronic and manufacturing firms for its highest quality and best performing systems. 
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